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The present invention relates to the treat 
ment of coals, ores ‘and similar materials, 
and concerns especially the treatment of 
bodies or masses of material composed of 

6 particles of small sizes. , 
When a body or mass of material to be 

divided into various portions or grades of 
roducts, namely valuable particles, worth 
ess particles and one or several classes of 

10 intermediate or mixed particles, contains 
large proportions of ?ne‘ particles, experi-' 
ence shows that di?iculties are encountered 
in removing all the valuable particles and 
separatin the mixed particles, as the ?ne 

15 particles ave a marked tendency to incor 
rate themselves with the shales to be elim 

mated, particularly when the transporting 
capacity of the currents carrying them de 
crease, for example because it is desired to 

20 separate grades less widely differentiated 
contained in a residual body of material. 
The object of the invention is to rovide 

a process enabling small particles, orming 
> generally the residual masses from the treat 

25 ment of coals, ores and other similar mate 
rials, to be separated into sharply distinct 
grades. _ ' - 

, ‘ Assuming that, in a body or mass of coals 
of‘ such particles and in the scale of densi: 

so ties of‘ same, the density 8 represents the 
upper limit of the so-called valuable arti 
cles and the density 81 represents the ower 
limit of the so-called worthless particles, 

_ the problem consists in. dividing the body 
35 into one portion containin the particles 

having densities equal to or ess than 8; one 
portion containing the particles the densi 

.. ties ofv whi'chare comprised between 6-.and 
81; and one portion containing the particles 

40 having densities equal to or-greater than 
8‘, taking into consideration the tendency of 
the said categories to mix with each other. 
For this purpose the process consists, gen 

erally, in ?rst ividin the said body or mass 
45 into two portions, se ecting as the dividing 

line a suitable density com rised between 8 
and 81, and which maybe'd) 

particles having densities less than 8“, those 
60' particlesithe densities of which are greater 

_ esignated 8"‘; inv 
separating out from the portion containing 

than 8; in separating out from the portion 
containing particles having densities greater 
than 8'“ those particles the densities of which 
are less than 81; and in uniting, in order to 
form the middle portion, the particles hav- 5[' 
ing densities comprised between 8'“ and 8 
and those having densities comprised be 
tween 8‘“ and 81. ~ . , 

Aside from the above mentioned feature, 
the process is characterized in-that the body 
or mass to be treated is carried in a de 
scending current falling into a liquid body 
and upon a weir, thus causing the de?ection 
of the current in upward direction in the 
form of a concentric vein with the blowing 
away into the body or mass of less dense 
particles and the spreading of the denser 

60 

particles upon. the weir, in combination 
with a directly ascending current issuing 
from the rear face of the weir and incorpo-~ 
rating with the ?rst current into the pe 
ripheral portions of its curve of deflection, 
in order to-determine the action, upon the ' 
“dispersed” particles and those of theliq 
uid sheet spreading over the weir, of cur 
rents having variable ascending forces, able 
to carry upwards the particles having den 
sities up to 8"‘. ' 

Aside from the aforesaid lprocess applied 
to bodies or masses of smal particles, the 
invention also includes the methods of treat 
ment of coals, ‘ores or like materials, in 
which the said process forms a step of the . 
complete treatment, as for example the 
methods where the process is applied to the 
treatment of one of theresidual bodies or ‘ 
masses composed of the dense ortions of 
the light,,._part separatedat oneJ/of the ‘di 
verting-partitions and of the light portions 
removed from the dense part, separated at 
the considered diverting partition, by the 
action of the ascending~ current ofa column 
ap aratus. ' 

e invention further comprises the ap-' 
paratus enabling the process to be carried 
into practice, either alone or as a step 
of a complex treatment, as more fully ex 
plained in the following description with 
reference to the annexed drawings in which; 

Fig. 1 shows an apparatus enabli'vg the 100 
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process to be carried into practice, starting 
from a‘ body or mas' of small particles. 

Fig. 2- shows a plant, in which may be 
found the apparatus of Fig. 1, relating to 
the complete treatment of a complex mass 
of raw material, that is composed oipar 
ticles of variable sizes mixed with small 
particles. 

Referring ?rst to Fig. 1, assuming that 
a body orimass of coal mainly composed 
of particles of small sizes is carried as a 
washing bed into the trough A”, this trough 
will preferably be provided with a box C 
having several discharge openings enabling 
the removal of a residual mass composed of 
valuable particles, mixed particles and 
worthless particles, the lighter particles be 
ing retained in the trough and carried into 
a storing hopper provided at the end of the 
trough owing to an appropriate adjustment ' 
of the supply of water into the box. 
From the particles passing through the 

openings of the box C, it is desirable to 
separate those particles the densities of 
which are less than or at least equal to the 
density 8 of the pure material and those 
particles the densities of which are greater 
than or at least equal to the density 81 of 
the worthless particles, while leaving a re 
sidual mass of particles the densities of 
which are com rised between 8 and 81 cor 
responding to t e portion of mixed particles 
of the mixture. ‘ . 

To this e?ect this mass is divided, about 
a_ density 8"‘, comprised between the densi 
ties 8 and 81, and each of the portions is 
received into a separate trough arranged in 
the same manner as the trough A“, that is 
‘combined with a box C having adjustable 
openings arranged so as to retain in the 
trough receiving the portion formed of the 
particles the densities of which are less than 
8"‘, those particles the densities of which are 
less than or equal to 8, i. e. arranged so as 
to isolate the portions 8'“.—8, and in the 
trough receivin the portion of the particles 

' the densities 0 which are greater than 8"‘, 
to remove the particles the densities of which 
are eater than or equal to 81 or, in other 
wor s to reject in the trough the portion 

The meeting of the portions-81—‘8m and 
8"-—8 gives the intermediate body or mass 

' of mixed particles having yet an appreciable 
value. ' 

To this urpose, the products separated 
at the box are carried to a discharge noz 
zle _D, having an adjustable opening 0 (the 
size of which controls the removal in the 

°° box), and fall, through the pipe T, into a. 
barrel E depending from a trough F. 
The barrel is provided with an internal 

partition G extending a certain height above 
the bottom of the trough F and ending at 
a certain distance from the bottom of the 
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barrel, so as to provide externally an an~ 
nular space E1 in which opens the mouth‘ 
of a water intake pipe t controlled by the 
valve 1?. 

Inside the partition G there is provided 
a de?ecting plate H facing at a suitable dis 
tance the mouth of the pipe T and, below 
the de?ecting plate H, there is provided 
another annular de?ecting plate I. 

' The barrel is provided, at its base, with 
a discharge J the opening of which may be 
modi?ed at will by means of a diaphragm 
01. 
By suitably adjusting the supply of wa~ 

ter through the pipe t it may be arranged 
that, with a iven discharge, there are ob- 
tained ascen ing currents passing in the 
direction of the arrows 1, externally 
around the de?ecting plate H and incorpo 
rating in the peripheral portion of the liq 
uid vein descending the pipe T and de 
?ected in upward direction, along the ar 
rows marked 2, upon the liquid body or 
mass contained in the barrel and the de 
?ecting plate H. 
Owing to this arrangement there are pro 

vided, in the space inside the partition G, 
ascendin currents the intensity and sup 
porting orce of which go increasing from 
the center towards the periphery, such cur 
rents discharging into the trough F as in 
dicated by the arrows 4. 
The mass or body of the particles enter 

ing the barrel through the pipe T will 0 en 
in the barrel E and it will be readily un er 
stood that the ascending currents will ef 
?caciously act upon the thus “opened” mass 
to take up the particles capable of being 
carried. 
The particles which have escaped their 

actions or which are not capable of being 
raised, will spread open upon the de?ectin 
plate H by moving towards the periphera 
edge of the latter, to ?nally fall into the 
liquid currents moving upwards in the low 
er part of the barrel. _ 
At this point of their path these currents 

have their maximum intensity and take up, 
in the “open” mass of particles passing at 
the periphery of the de?ecting plate, any 
of the ‘particles capable of being carried 
a on . 

TEe particles, the densities of which are 
too great, fall in the upward current ?rst 
upon the annular de?ecting plate I at the 
inside edge of which may take place a new 
selection, and afterwards into the currents 
such as 3 through which they are moved 
towards the outlet of the barrel by passing 
through the nozzle J. 
The portion of the particles raised by the 

ascending currents, carried into the trough 
F enter the discharge hopper K while the 
water escapes by following the trough.'_ 
The hopper K discharges, through an ad 
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justable opening 0,, into a trough L pro 
vided with a box O1 havin an adjustable 
water supply, where takes p ace the removal 
of the particles the densities of which are 
comprised between 8 and 8”‘, those particles 
the‘ densities of which are less than orequal 
to 8 being retained in the trough to pass in 
the hopper Q of the valuable products, 
(shown in Fig. 2). y p 
The products separated at the box C1 pass 

into the hopper P of the mixed products 
as shown in the drawings. .. _ 
The portion discharged at the opening 

01 and which comprises all the particles the 
densities of which are greater than 8'", is 
collected into the trough M and reformed 
in’ the same into a washing bed, said trough 
comprising a box C2 provided with an ad 
just-able water sup ly enabling the, parti 
cles the densities 0 which are less than or 
equal to 81 to be separated, that is to main 
tain in the through M- the particles the den 
sities of which are comprised between 81 
and 8”‘. 
These latter particles are collected at the 

end of the trough into the hopper P for the 
mixed products, while the products sepa 
rated at the box are discharged with the 
worthless products. ' 
When thedescribed process is only a step 

of the treatment of an initial mass of more 
complex composition, it will preferably be 
used to obtain the separation of the various 
grades or categories of products forming 
one or any of the residual masses of the 
treatments described in the said patents and,‘ 
by way of example, Fig. 2 shows an ar 
iangement enabling a combination of this 
in . ' 

The body or mass of raw material is fed 
in a trough A1 so as to form therein, up 
stream of a weir a, a movable bed carried 
upon a stationary bed. ' 
Downstream of the weir, a diverting par 

tition b divides the body or mass into two 
portions, one of which comprises the par 
ticles, mainly light, passing into the trough 

' A° and the other, comprising the particles 
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mainly dense, falling into a liquid body or 
mass ?lling the branch B2 of a column ap 
paratus B at the base of which it is sub 
mitted to the action of a current issuing 
from a pipe T1 with the separation of the 
light particles carried away in u ward di 
rection within the column B1 an the dis 
charge of the worthless particles at the open 
in ,. . . v 

{in the trough A", the opening 01° to 
gether with the chute disposed under said 
opening provide for the separation of the 
dense particles contained in the light por 
tion, said dense particles being mixed, in 
the trough A” with the particles coming 
from B1 to form a so called residual mass 
the particles of whichhave such character 

3 

istics that they may conveniently be submit 
ted to the described process. 
The drawings show the general arrange 

ment which, after the trough A‘ is similar 
to‘that described with reference to Fig. 1. 

It is to be noted that the invention is 
not limited to the details of the process and 
apparatus described and illustrated, espe 
cially for the arrangement of the barrel E 
but that it includes also the alternatives and 
the modi?cations based on the same princi 
pl‘es. 1 

I claim: ' 
1. A classi?er comprising a barrel pro 

vided with an‘ internal partition in the form 
of a peripheral annular wall forming a pe 
ripheral annular space in which takes lace 
the entrance of an adjustable supply '0 wa 
ter, the partition ending at a certain dis 
tance from the base of the barrel and extend. 
ing a certain distance into the discharge 
trough on which the barrel is suspended‘; 
the base of the barrel being formed with 
an adjustable opening; a descending pipe 
occupying the middle of the inner free 
space; a de?ection plate facing the mouth 
of the descending pipe and an annular de 
?ection plate disposed below the ?rst, be 
tween the latter and the end of the partition, 
in such an arrangement that the current 
descending the central pipe is de?ected in 
upward direction in the form of a concen 
tric vein in which incorporate directly as 
cending currents issuing from the rear face 
of the de?ection plate so as to ?nally obtain 
series of ascending currents of increasing 
portable force and intensity from the center 
towards the periphery of the barrel. 

2. A process of treating ores, coals and 
similar materials comprising the grading of 
the mass in the form of superimposed layers 
circulating as a movable washin vbed on a 
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stationary washing bed, separating several - 
of the successive lower layers of said mov 
able bed and uniting same to form a single 
dense portion of the original mass, causing 
said vportion to fall as a whole centrally 
into a body of liquid and spread open in a 
radially expanding sheet therein, subjecting 
the particles forming the ortion to the ac 
tion of concentric, upwar ly directed liquid 
currents of increasing portable force toward 
the periphery of the body, collecting the 
particles carried upward and collecting the 
particles falling down and uniting the whole 
of the dense‘ portion of the ‘particles carried 
upward with the whole of the light portion 
0 the particles falling down. ' 

3. An apparatus for treating ores, coals 
and similar materials comprising a trough, 
a box extending above the bottom of the, 
trough to form a weir in the trough, adjust 
able discharge means in the upper face of 
the box, adjustable means to cause liquid 
current to ?ow longitudinally through said 
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box, adjustable discharge means at the end 
of the box, a hydraulic sorter including) a 
barrel open to said last named adjusta le 
discharge means, means in the hydraulic 

'5 sorter to form therein a series of ascending 
currents of increasing portable force and 
intensity, an upper over?ow and a lower 
discharge for the barrel, a collection trough 
receiving the over?ow, a lower trough re 

10 ceiving the material from the collection 
trough, a box extendin above the bottom 
of the lower trough tov orm a weir in such 
trough, adjustable inlet means in the up 
per face of the box, adjustable means to 

15 cause a liquid current to flow longitudinally 
through the box, a collecting trough below 
the discharge of the barrel, a box extending 
above the bottom of the collecting trough, 
with means on the box to form a weir in 

90 the trough, adjustable discharge means in 
the upper face of said latter box, and ad 
justable means thereon to cause a liquid cur 
rent to ?ow longitudinally therein. 
' 4. An apparatus for treating ores, coals 

25 and similar materials, comprising a trough, 
a box extending above the bottom of the 
trough whereby means are provided to form 
a weir in the trough, adjustable discharge 
means in the upper face of the box, adjust 

30 able means to cause a liquid ‘current to ?ow 
longitudinally through said box, adjustable 
discharge means at the end of the box, a 
descending pipe connected to said adjustable 
discharge means, a hydraulic sorter includ 

35 ing a barrel and said descending pipe ex 
tending into said barrel, means in the hy- ‘ 
draulic sorter to form therein series of as 
cending currents of increasing ortable 
force and intensity, an upper ove ow and 

40 a lower discharge on the barrel, a collecting 
trough following the overflow, a lower re 
ceiving trough and said collecting trough 
dischargin into said lower receiving‘ 
trough, a box extending above the bottom 

45 of the lower receiving trough, whereby 
means are provided to form a weir in such 
trough, adjustable inlet means in the upper 
face of the last named box, adjustable means 
to cause a liquid current to flow longitudi 

60 nally therein, a collecting trough below the 
discharge of the barrel, a box extending 
above the bottom of the last named collect 
ing trough, with means on the box to form 
a weir in such trough, adjustable means in 

55 the upper face of said latter box, and ad 
justable means thereon to cause a liquid cur 
rent to ?ow longitudinally therein. 
In testimony whereof I a?‘ix my signa 

ture. 
.I on , ‘LEON HOYOIS. 


